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About This Game

Story:

A Dark, Psychological and Philosophical Story, which will blow your mind.
About different Gangs fighting for Power in an extraordinary City.

With Vastly Different and Interesting Characters.

Combat:

Truly Unique First-Person Fights, unlike anything you've seen before.
Buy and Use Different Items to strenghten Yourself and weaken your Enemy.

Learn and Unleash Combos to gain Advantages.

Visuals:

Stylish Monochrome.
Told in Innovative Manga-Panels, directly from the eyes of the Protagonist.

With Font and Visuals inspired by Japanese Calligraphy.
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Title: Urban - Episode 1
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Burakku
Publisher:
Burakku
Release Date: 28 Jun, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i3 or equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD4000 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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It's kinda hard, you 'll need good reflexes.
Never played a game like this, really different , but kinda fun.

The Art-style is simple , but not bad.
worth buying!. I just played through the first 2 mass-fights.
This is Great , a little clunky , but certainly something new.
1st-person fighting done right !!
no clichee dialogs, some might call it witty.
How didn't this game get more reviews ??

btw , go to the gym. play the challenges !
I loved the block challenge,which is, for some reason, called "Doooodge" .. not really into the fighting stuff , but i like the Art-
style.
music is a litte booring, though.
it deserves a lot more attention , that's for sure.. I just played through the first 2 mass-fights.
This is Great , a little clunky , but certainly something new.
1st-person fighting done right !!
no clichee dialogs, some might call it witty.
How didn't this game get more reviews ??
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I loved the block challenge,which is, for some reason, called "Doooodge" .. not really into the fighting stuff , but i like the Art-
style.
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